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The Gods are dying. Fifteen thousand years after the end of their war, their bodies can still be
found across the world. They kneel in forests, lie beneath mountains, and rest at the bottom of
the world's ocean. For thousands of years, men and women have awoken with strange powers
that are derived from their bodies. The city Mireea is built against a huge stone wall that
stretches across a vast mountain range, following the massive fallen body of the god, Ger. Ayae,
a young cartographer's apprentice, is attacked and discovers she cannot be harmed by fire. Her
new power makes her a target for an army that is marching on Mireea. With the help of Zaifyr, a
strange man adorned with charms, she is taught the awful history of ‘cursed' men and women,
coming to grips with her new powers and the enemies they make. Meanwhile, the saboteur
Bueralan infiltrates the army that is approaching her home to learn its terrible secret. Split
between the three points of view, the narrative of Godless reaches its conclusion during an epic
siege, where Ayae, Zaifyr and Bueralan are forced not just into conflict with those invading, but
with those inside the city who wish to do them harm.The first installment in Ben Peek's exciting
new epic fantasy series, The Godless is a fast-paced page turner set in an enthralling new world.
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Simon Ellberger, “Godly Good Greatness. This is an absolutely brilliant book. It's complex and
inventive. The author uses lots of verbal tricks that I really liked. His primary trick is the use of
sudden temporal shifts. This gave me a feeling of being outside of time and inside it at the same
time, which is analogous to the way Peek describes how time interacts with the gods in his story.
This was adroit and clever. He is in effect making the reader a god who views things atemporally
like the gods in the novel, which is most ingenious! He is also very generous in his use of
gender, race, and ethnicity, casually using diversity in a way that I rarely see in novels. If you read
only the dialogue and not the description of the speakers, it would almost always be impossible
to tell who is male and who is female. And he manages to put in all shades of characters (skin-
wise and morality-wise). Again, I liked this. The three main protagonists—a leader of a group of
mercenary saboteurs who is an exiled Baron, a young girl with a nascent and inchoate fiery
power who is truly hot, and a god-like former madman who interacts gravely with the dead—
provide a different kind of diversity: that of viewpoints. This allows Peek to use another verbal
trick: short chapters to rapidly change space and not just time. His writing is very atmospheric,
and this enables him to make abrupt transitions in mood that surprise the reader, another of his
protean writing tricks.If you're looking for constant action, this is not likely to be your type of
book, which is not to say there is no action; there is, but it is well placed. If, however, you are
looking for a story that maintains constant interest and which challenges your attention, this
book does those things. The writer displays literary maturity and creativity in a way that is often
quite dazzling. The book reminds me a bit of the Malazan Book of the Fallen series, though less
densely populated. This is a god thing. And a good thing.Are there any flaws? Yes—one, or
maybe two related ones, though they are of the kind that will not bother most readers, but I feel I
must address them in an attempt to be unbiased. The main flaw is the occurrence of errors in the
form of typos, incorrect grammar, and occasional missing words. They are not overwhelming in
number, more of a smattering, but they occur enough for me to make mention of them. These
mistakes are rather surprising given the writing and language skills Peek otherwise displays, and
this is what makes these kinds of errors all the more distracting. He writes such beautiful and
skillfully wrought passages (Nabokov-like), that I really felt wrenched out of my immersion when
one of these errors occurred. They didn't ruin the story, just my sense of complete absorption.
Reading, for instance, a sentence like "Zaifyr's hand touch the cold metal mid-sentence and the
helmet toppled, landing to his left with a clatter" jolts me (in a bad way) when it comes from a
superb writer who most certainly knows enough grammar to recognize that "touch" should be
"touched." The sentence itself is nicely timed to interrupt the speech of another character in a
manner that should be jolting, but in a good way, and this timing is ruined by its connection to
bad grammar (perhaps there was an out-of-touch proofreader involved?). There are other
mistakes in tense like "drew" for "draw" and "lead" for "led." Then there are odd typos like
"counted" for "countered" and "tombs" for "tomes." And there are errors in which verbs are



confused, such as "born" for "borne" and "bought" for "brought." Here's an amusing one where a
word is missing: "If you're looking for him at this moment, you'll find down in the public
bathroom..." Unless the search is for a duck, there should be a "him" between "find" and
"down."The other possible flaw, is that he also uses some strange phrases that I at first thought
were also grammatical errors, yet when I did an internet search, I found others using them as
well, so I thought maybe they are just Australian idioms (the author lives in Australia), but I'm still
not sure which is the case. One example of this "it's either an error or a dialectal usage" was the
phrase "the die were cast." This is normally expressed as "the die is cast," since die is singular
(the subjunctive mood, which would be a legitimate exception, was not involved in this example).
Even if it is an idiom, it still feels wrong to me. Another example was "Zaifyr had seen him only
once since he released from his tower, traveling to where the huge man lived in the ruins of his
birth, rebuilding it painstakingly like a model." I had never before seen "released" used as an
intransitive verb in this fashion (other than in sports to describe moving from one position to
another) and thought the relevant phrase should have instead been "since he was released from
his tower" or "since he had been released from his tower"; either sounds better as well.But
enough of perfectionist rants. Aside from these types of issues, this book is unusually good and
should be purchased by any serious reader looking for mature fantasy to read. Or by anybody
interested in intelligent literature.”

Mark Webb, “Brilliant, substantive fantasy. The Godless by Ben Peek is the first in the
"Children" trilogy. Peek made big news last year with the sale of this trilogy to Tor UK, a major
sale for an Australian author.I've enjoyed Peek's shorter work in the past. Given the high profile
sale, my interest in Australian speculative fiction generally and my enjoyment of Peek's previous
work, I've kept an eye out for the publication of this book.I won't give much of a plot synopsis -
there are plenty of other reviews of this book, most of which have a more comprehensive
description of the plot. Broadly, this secondary world fantasy is based on the premise that the
Gods all killed each other in a divine war thousands of years before. As they slowly pass away,
their power is leeching out into the world, and some humans find themselves the unwitting
recipient of some fragment of one of the former Gods' powers. These powers have a wide variety
of effects, but most of the people who survive the onset of their powers become essentially
immortal.Most of the story is set around the city of Mireea, built on a mountain range that has
formed over the body of one of the dead Gods. Mireea is under threat of siege from an army
formed on religious grounds.There are three main viewpoints for the story, Zaifyr - one of the
oldest of the "Gods' Children", an immortal thousands of years old, Ayae - one of the newest of
the Gods' Children just coming into her power and Bueralan - a mercenary in charge of a small
band of saboteurs hired to operate in defence of the city.I must admit that this has been one of
my most enjoyable, refreshing reads for 2014.I loved the premise, and in general the concepts
behind the writing. It could just be me bringing my own biases into the reading, but I took a lot of
parallels between Peek's post-Gods world and our own slow move out of the shadow of



historical religions. The exploration of what it means for society to stand on its own, without
reference to supernatural entities. The taking on of power that has been historically seen as the
province of the divine. The need to take responsibility to chart our own path forward. The power
of even remnants of religion to inspire terrible deeds in the name of holy mandate. I found Peek's
interrogation of these concepts to be quite powerful and thought provoking. If nothing else, the
concepts behind this story would have been enough to hook me in.But this is no worthy but dry
tome, meant to educate rather than entertain. I found the work utterly engaging, and it was only
in reflecting on it later than some of these themes came through (and as I say, I could be
ascribing my own biases to the work). The use of language in this work is delightful, the pacing
superb. I found the characters to be vividly drawn and compelling in their motivations. In short it
was an excellent read.I particularly wanted to highlight Peek's treatment of time. The work
seamlessly switches between the past and the present, echoing his description of the nature of
the Gods and subtly preparing the reader for some of the reveals later in the work. While the
techniques and style are different, I was left with the same feeling I'd had when I first read Catch
22 - the dips into non-linear story telling was enjoyable on many levels. And to do it with such
deceptively simple language and style, the ease with which the reader can follow the changes
belying the sophistication of the writing needed to achieve that effect. Just brilliant.I also loved
Peek's treatment of diversity. The novel is by no means a soap box, but built into the fabric of this
world was an embrace of diversity that was refreshing. No "default white" characters here - Peek
points out the physical characteristics of all characters as they enter the story. Women and men
clearly have an equal presence in society. None of this is done in a preachy way, it is presented
as mundane fact, woven into the background of the story.I found the plot to be mature and
engaging, with enough turns to maintain my interest. I cared about the characters. I wanted to
know what happened next. I read the book over only a few days (unheard of for me these days!)
and I'm already hanging out for the next book in the series.A fantastic accomplishment well
worth the initial publicity, with additional dollops of pleasingness based around the fact it has
come from an Australian author. Highly recommended.”

A. Ebbutt, “... about this since I read it -- I really enjoyed this. Keeping in mind that I don't read ....
I've been babbling about this since I read it -- I really enjoyed this. Keeping in mind that I don't
read much epic fantasy to begin with, this is like epic fantasy for fantasy veterans in that it breaks
a lot of the expected tropes in half. It's political and working itself up to something more dire, but
philosophical and thinking about the connotations and consequences of a world whose gods
have died but where their power hasn't quite faded. It was good. I think Malazan fans would like
it. The second book just came out in the US today (yesterday?) and I may have to pick it up in
the near future.”

T. Scanlon, “This was a very good book. It's quite descriptive writing. This was a very good book.
It's quite descriptive writing, the magical aspects of it don't follow familiar tropes, and neither do



the outcomes.”

crankynick, “Smart, well written book.. Great book - intelligent, well thought through, and filled
with believable and (that great rarity in modern fantasy) sympathetic characters. If you like
writers such as Daniel Abraham, this is definitely worth a go.”

NN, “... with some of Ben Peek's other works and I loved it. Peek's imagination and ability to
create such .... I bought The Godless because I was familiar with some of Ben Peek's other
works and I loved it. Peek's imagination and ability to create such a vivid fantasy world is
amazing.  I enjoyed The Godless so much that I have already ordered book 2, Leviathan's Blood.”

BigYin, “Underrated gem. Fantastic book”

Erik Lundqvist, “Epic. Reminds me a lot of Steven Erikson's Malazon Book of the Fallen. Brings
with godlike powers playing a game with humans as their pawns and sometimes being the
pawns themselves.Beautiful, yet terrible. Can't wait for what comes next.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Unique and Interesting World. Great book, with unique worldbuilding. It's
an easy read but there's a depth to it as well.”

KEITH STEVENSON, “Ben Peek’s debut gives George RR Martin a run for his money.. The best
epic fantasy is a seamless blend of intricately wrought elements that creates a fully-realised
world with a comprehensive and weighty history that continues to affect the lives of the equally
real characters that inhabit it. On the (now not so) small screen, shows like A Game of Thrones
have replaced the soap opera phenomenon of the 1980s, with audiences glued to the reversals
and treacheries of the Lannisters, Starks and Baratheons just as avidly as those ‘of a certain
age’ used to follow the exploits of the Ewings, Barnses and Carringtons. A Game of Thrones is
‘real life’ on steroids with added dragons, and it also manages to encompass big ideas in
amongst the action: the clash of armies and the vengeance of individuals play out against an
ethical landscape just as detailed as the realistically crenulated coastline of Westeros.The
Godless marks the beginning of a new epic fantasy from Australian author Ben Peek, and it’s a
remarkable achievement. Because as much as George RR Martin produces the gold standard
of this type of story, Peek gives him a run for his money.The world of The Godless is a strange
one indeed. The gods were all killed in a war thousands of years before the novel begins. In that
unbelievable battle the sun god was torn into three pieces so the landscape is lit by a morning
sun, a midday sun and an afternoon sun, and the mountains of Mireea are built on the Spine of
Ger, literally crystallised on the bones of a dead god who fell across the land. Of course, many
peoples of our own world have such creation myths to explain how the world they observe is the
way it is. But in The Godless these are not myths: the bodies of the gods are real. If you tunnel
into the mountains of Mireea you will find deep channels that open onto the carcass of Ger. As



you can imagine, the war and subsequent death of the gods had a profound effect on those who
worshipped them, many of whom were also killed in that titanic struggle. But the power of the
gods was not finished. It inhabited certain individuals, giving them fantastically extended
lifetimes and strange and different powers. Some of these people thought they could become
gods themselves,and instead became tyrants, bringing misery to an already disillusioned
populace, but that too is ancient history and those would-be gods eventually stood back and
allowed civil society to flourish into a series of nation states, one such being the merchant city of
Mireea, perched on the Spine of Ger, and facing the prospect of a protracted siege when the
book opens:After the gods had died there had been temples, buildings erected to house the
remains, relics and beliefs that were no longer in practice. Bueralan had never before seen one –
they were, mostly, ruins now – and he felt a chill, as if a gaze had settled upon him. It enveloped
him so fully that he did not know if he could step outside it.-----------------------------------‘Do you
feel him?’ The Quor’lo’s voice was barely audible.‘Yes,’ Zaifyr replied.Bueralan said nothing.‘We
cannot find the remains of his wards,’ it whispered, not concerned with his response. ‘They are
the air, the dirt, the fire, the ocean: Ger shattered their chains to him with what strength he had
left. We are told that their remains are the anger in our weather, the floods, the droughts, the
cyclones, the fires. They are lost to us.’‘They are not lost. They are here. They live without him,
just fine.’‘No!’The cry was sudden, angry, a denial that snapped Bueralan’s attention away from
the submerged building and forced him to take a step back, reaching for the cold dagger
strapped to his leg. What started as a surge of the Quor’lo to its feet ended with a shudder. It fell
to its knees. ‘You and your kind,’ it whispered. ‘I will not listen to you and your kind.’And there, its
voice stumbling in an inaudible whisper of defiance, it fell still.-----------------------------------But as
much as The Godless is about the events that shaped this world, it’s also about the characters
that inhabit it. One such is Ayae. Training to be a cartographer, her world is changed forever
when an incident reveals she is one of the god-touched, with the power to create and control fire.
She has to quickly come to terms with being reviled as cursed by the people she counted as
friends, and at the same time being prized by the Lady Wagan, ruler of Mireea, as a useful
weapon in the upcoming battle for the city. She’s rescued early on by Zaifyr, another god-
touched whose own history stretches back thousands of years. Zaifyr has a dark past, made
only darker by the fact that only he can see and communicate with the spirits of the dead, who
have been left with nowhere to go now the gods have departed.Another of the Lady Wagan’s
weapons is the exiled baron Bueralan Le, now Captain of Dark, a mercenary force that
specialises in sabotage rather than open warfare. He has a dark history of his own and, with his
small group of soldiers, he is tasked with travelling into the wasteland that used to be the
kingdom of Leera – a land stripped by its own people in preparation to make war against Mireea
– in order to poison all the wells between them and their objective and learn what they can about
the enemy. As much as all these characters have a vital role to play in the unfolding narrative,
they are also dragged at by their pasts, and the early stages of the novel unfold in digressive
fashion as we learn more about how they came to be who they are. In other hands this could



have slowed the pace of the novel, but their collected histories are so rich and build so much into
the themes of the book, that they add to the import of the action rather than detract from
it:-----------------------------------‘You think you can give up what is inside you?’ Fo’s scarred hands
dropped to the metal end of the bed. ‘What remains of the gods finds us. In wombs, in childhood,
in the summers and winters of our lives. Once it has found us, only death can drive it out. If that
two-bit copper healer told you she could do that, she has done nothing but lie to you.’ His long
fingers curled, one at a time, over the bed frame. ‘But you have nothing to fear, child. Not from
this. Trust me. Trust us. My brothers and sisters and I study the remains of the gods. They lay
around us as they lived: on our land, in our oceans, and in our skies, the power that made us
originally still there, wishing to create.’‘Wishing to create?’ Ayae met Fo’s disease-scarred eyes.
‘What is it that you’re implying? That I have been infected by a god?’‘Possession is not infection.’
His smile was faint. ‘I can tell you that on a number of levels, child.’‘Then what?’‘We are being re-
created, reborn. The power in the gods does not wish to die with its host. It is searching for
escape, for a new home, and it has found you, just as it found me. With it, you and I are in
evolution to take back what was once ours.’-----------------------------------The Godless also plays
with a number of ideas through the narrative, central of which is the role of divinity in the life of
the individual and society as a whole. Firstly, if the landscape you inhabit is covered with the
remains of your gods, the idea of a god is more than simply an ‘article of faith’. The gods are
unarguably real for the people of this world. But they are also dead. Imagine the effect on our
own religions of such a revelation … Then there are the god-touched. Some try to become gods
but fail and that opens up questions about the nature of godhood: What is divinity and can a
being who comes from human stock ever truly shed the earthly? Clearly the failure of those early
‘pretenders’ indicates godhood is something other than great power and longevity. But there is a
separate group of god-touched, called the Keepers, who have banded together and cloistered
themselves away to search for another way to ascend. Not much is known of them but it’s clear
their presence will be felt in subsequent volumes. As for poor normal humans, many have
abandoned the idea of gods in disillusionment, but in some this creates a dangerous vacuum
that can be exploited by those who believe they have a conduit to a new god – or say they do.
Religious zealotry is a powerful force — as we see in our own world – and there are always those
willing to believe, because without belief, there can be no salvation.Peek handles all these epic
fantasy elements with great sensitivity. Everything feels as if it’s working together and I found
myself eager to return to the world of The Godless every time I picked up my e-reader. He even
manages to pull in the beginnings of an expansive geography for the world. Just as in Westeros,
there are lands beyond the city of Mireea: oceans of blood created by the death of another god,
kingdoms where the animals speak, cities where the dead hold sway … It seems we’ve
witnessed events in only a small corner of this world, and there are many more wonders to
explore.Finally, and as with all good epic fantasy, The Godless ends with a revelation that will
have repercussions for all the characters and the world they inhabit. The experience of reading
this book was so immersive, and so ultimately fulfilling, I can’t wait for the next instalment.”



barclay.au, “Get it!. Not often you get an original story in Sci-Fi these days.Found it difficult to put
down”

The book by Ben Peek has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 43 people have provided feedback.
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